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Fig. S1. RPKM values distribution of all genes in the dataset. This can be used to fine 






Fig. S2. Dataset size effect on δRPKM values distribution. A. Boxplots for datasets 
from N=7 to N=225 samples. The dataset size does not influence the median δRPKM 
values that are used when computing the differentially present gene selection based on the 
2*standard deviation of median δRPKM values. Two datasets are highlighted for illustration, 
N=51 samples and N=225 samples. B. Dataset size effect on threshold value (2*standard 





Fig. S3. The selected differentially present gene set is robust. Downsampling shows that 





Fig. S4. deltaRpkm performance: dataset size effect on runtime. The whole analysis 
pipeline with deltaRpkm can be run in less than 20min in R for a dataset with N=225 samples 





Fig. S5. deltaRpkm performance: dataset size effect on memory usage. The whole 
analysis pipeline with deltaRpkm uses less than 4G of memory in R for a dataset with N=225 
samples of Listeria monocytogenes (~3Mb, ~3K genes). Ubuntu 14.04, R 3.4.4, Intel Core i-






Fig. S6. deltaRpkm performance: real (A) versus randomized datasets (B). The genes 
differential presence gives shorter and non-robust list of genes when using randomized 
datasets of different sizes. Corrected RPKM. 
 
 
 
